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Introduction:

It is well known that the attenuation of X-rays as they pass through a material can be used to
quantify the amount of matter in their path. This is the basis for the gamma ray densitometer
which can measure the amount of material on a moving conveyor belt. It is also the rationale for
using X-rays for medical imaging as the attenuation can discriminate between tissue of different
density and composition, yielding images of great diagnostic utility. Spatial resolution is
obviously important with regard to detecting small features. However, it is less obvious that it
plays an important role in obtaining quantitative information fi-om the X-ray transmission data
since the spatial resolution of the instrument can affect the accuracy of those measurements. This
problem is particularly severe in the case of computed tomography where the accuracy of the
reconstruction is dependent on the accuracy of the initial projection data. It should be noted that
spatial resolution is not a concern for the case where the material is uniform. Here uniform is
defined by small variations related to either the scale size of the resolution element in the detector,
or to the size of a collimated X-ray beam. However, if the material has non-homogeneous
composition or changes in density on the scale size of the systems spatial resolution, then there
can be effects that will compromise the transmission data before it is acquired and these errors can
not be corrected by any subsequent data processing. A method is presented for computing the
density measurement error which parametrizes the effect in terms of the actual modulation on the
face of the detector and the attenuation in the material. For cases like stacks of lead plates the
errors can exceed 80%.

The problem is caused by the non-linear nature of the X-ray transmission and is best demonstrated
by the very simple example of the forward problem shown in Figure 1.

pl=l

p=o

---+ 10/e

~ 10 l!llil
detector

signal

Figure 1. An example of erroneous results due to averaging of X-rays on the detector

Here a uniform material with a linear X-ray attenuation coel%cient of p 1is distributed
nonuniformly in space so that there are also voids in the region seen by the detector aperture. In
this example the void occupies ?/2the volume with an attenuation coefficient of O. If the X-ray
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intensity illuminating each width is L, then the transmitted intensity for each width is I as
described by the usual X-ray transmission of Equation 1,

I = Io exp (-px) (Eq. 1)

where the material thickness is x and it is assumed that the X-rays are mono energetic, thus none
of the spectral dependencies of I or p need be considered. Beam hardening will not be an issue
then. If the material is assumed to be of uniform composition, then p is proportional to the
density of the material. A measurement of the average value of p can then be considered to be a
measurement of the average material density. For this case the average value of p in the region
seen by the detector is 0.5. However, the average value of p determined by the X-ray
measurement is defined by the sum of the X-ray flux falling on the detector,

p = I/x In( zIo/zI ) (Eq. 2)

For the case shown in Figure 1, the measured average value of p is determined to be

In( 214 L( 1+1/e) ) ) = 0.38

Clearly this is not the correct answer of p = 0.5. It is not even a worst case. As p gets larger the
error increases; thus as p 1 j ~ , p + 0.69 The reason is obvious, the result is dominated by
the region of high transmission. The problem is to determine the relationship between the
separate roles of spatial resolution in the measuring instrument and the contrast and Jlon

homogeneity in the material. How do they affect the accuracy of the measurement of average
density and what is a criteria for determining how to do a measurement to a desired accuracy?

The literature of radiation measurements does not discuss the details of this problem. Cormack
(1978) in describing how beams of ftite width sample the space of an object ment ions only that.
“Certain information is of course irretrievably lost in the averaging process. ” Se,gal and Notea
et.al. (1977) compute the effect of the pore size and detector size on the resolving power of an X-
ray transmission measurement of the dimensions of a void in a uniform slab, but they do not
indicate how this should be used to choose the detector size or how it affects a measurement of
average density. Kak and Slaney (1988) only mention that if the beam width is sufticwn[ ly small.
then the projection data can be represented by the ideal line integral oft he Radon trim~l(~rnl.
Even McCullough (1975) and Kouris et.al. (1982) in their reviews of the physim of ptx~t{~n
attenuation and how it influences the measurement of p do not mention how the spa[ MIrcwlut ion
can affect that result, or the application of p to materials analysis.

While this subject has not attracted much attention, nevertheless it is a very practical problem.
One of the main reasons for performing X-ray measurements of advanced materials is to
determine the spatial variation in the distribution of the components that are the constituents parts
of these new materials. For example, composite materials can be constructed of arrays of strong
fibers that are held together by a weaker matrix material. The contrast due to the difference in p
for the fibers and matrix can be large if the fibers are carbon and the matrix is a metal. The
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opposite case is a mixture of high p particles in a low density matrix. Both orientation and
homogeneity can be factors. The variety of these arrangements is shown schematically in Figure
2.
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I Or the more general case of
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Figure 2 The effects of how multiple phases can be distributed in a material can be
summarized by the genera c~e.

Each of the upper three cases appears special in that the numbers of rays that can pass unimpeded
through the material varies between each case and in the fwst case is a strong function of angle.
However, the solution to the general case represented by the random assortment of small and
large particles with the same p will produce a
common solution to all of these cases if it is
applied properly.

Analysis:

To simplify the analysis the material is assumed
to be of two phases of constant X-ray
attenuation, p 1and pz. In the general case
where attenuation ~(x) varies with position,

then the transmitted X-ray intensity is,

I = L Jexp(-p(x)x dx (Eq. 3)

which with the tWOphases of COIIShIlt p Can ~i~ 3 The he ~action is hiu~~hted

be integrated to,
55

~o=exp(-plLLx- IJZ(l- LL)x) (Eq. 4)

where x is the total path length in the material. LL is defined to be the line fraction, the portion of
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the line through the volume of interest that intersects with a given phase, in this case p]. It is
highlighted in black for one arbitrary ray in Figure 3. In most cases the value of interest is the
average density and this requires knowing the volume fraction of phase p 1, not the line fraction.
However stereology, the study of how to make quantitative inferences related to three
dimensional structures from information obtained in two dimensional projections, can be of use
here. A basic principal of stereology states that (Underwood, 1970), given any arbitrary
distribution of one phase (p 1) within another (pz), the average volume fraction, average area
fraction and average line length fraction are all equal. Thus,

VV=AA=LL

and determiningg the line fraction is then equivalent to measuring the volume fraction. The X-ray
transmission is shown in Equation 4 to be related to the line fraction and the linear attenuation
coefficients for the two phases. The volume fraction can be determined by taking the log of
Equation 4 and solving for the line ii-action,

Vv = LL=(hI( IJI)-pz x)/( (Pi- PZ)x) (Eq. 5)

Note that if material p 1is sufficiently well dispersed in HZsuch that the line fraction of any one ray
is like that of any other ray, then a determination of the line fraction from a measurement of one
ray is sufficient to define the volume fi-action. In general most materials are not that
homogeneous, otherwise there would not be a need to measure their uniformity. Thus it is
necessary to measure the average density which can be shown to depend linearly on the average
volume fraction,

pw=(vv)av(pl-pd+pz (Eq 6)

This assumes that each phase has a constant density and the measurement is intended to determine
the volume fraction. If the premise is not true, then the measurement can only yield the average
attenuation coefficient and additional information is required to relate this to density.

The average volume fraction is determined by taking the average of Equation 5 which requires
taking the average of the log term over at the very least, the aperture of the X-ray detector.
Combining Eq 6 and Eq 5 yields the true average density in the material

paV=[(pl -pZ)/(~l- ~z)xl[(~( IW))aV-Pzxl+pz (Eq 7)

The result in Eq 7 is based on the assumption that each ray correctly measures the line length, i.e.
it resolves all of the structure within the material, even such pathological structures as those
shown in Figure 2. However, what happens in the case where the X-ray system has ftite
resolution and several rays are summed in the detector? This is shown schematically in Figure 4
where the variation in the transmitted X-ray signal due to the structure in the material causes the
detector to see a non-uniform intensity.

., , ...
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I = transmission signal

profde

-. .—. - ---- . . . . . . . . . . .
Figure 4 “l’heettect of tinlte detector spatial resohmon on the signal measured by the detector.

In this case the transmitted X-rays are summed within the entrance aperture of the detector before
any electrical measurement of the output signal from the detector. This summation averages the
intensity before any logarithmic function can be performed, thus the quantity that is being
measured is,

h (L/ 1,,)

and this is the parameter that is inserted into Eq 7 to measure p,,. The only way that this
measurement with ftite spatial resolution can determine the correct p., is if within the aperture
size of the detector,

h ( IJ L,) = (In ( L/I )),, or In ( 1,,) = (ln ( I )),, (Eq 8)

This essentially becomes the criterion for how large the detector can be before errors are made in
measuring the average density using X-ray transmission data. If there is a lot of structure in the
transmitted bem then the detector aperture must be small enough for the intensity variation to be
negligible across its face.

Using the relationship in Eq 7, the effect of variations in transmitted X-ray intensity on the
accuracy of p,, measurements can be calculated. This provides guidance for choosing the spatial
resolution of the measuring system based on the constraints imposed by the transmitted X-ray
intensity.

For the average of the log and the log of the average to be similar, the intensity can not vary much
across the face of the detector. Deriving an analytic fimction, which can be used to put
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quantitative bounds on this variation, is simplified if only small variations are considered.
Deftig the average intensity as IN and a small perturbation E(y), that averages to zero along the

length of the material, the intensity distribution on the detector can be expressed as

I(y) = IN ( 1 + 8(Y)) (Eq 9)

where y is the coordinate across the detector. A function valid for values of E <1 is found by

taking the log of I and expanding in a Taylor series for small e where,

In (I) ~ h (IN) + s - &z/2 (Eq 10)

An assessment of the degradation in the accuracy for E >0.4 will be discussed in the next section.

The result of averaging equation 10 is used to calculate the theoretical value for p,,, thus

obtaining,

(In (1)),, ~ in (IN) + ~,, - (e2)J2 (Eq 11)

However, with real detectors and ftite apertures, the intensity is f~st averaged on the surface of
the detector before the log operation and is expressed as Iav= IN (1 + E,v). With actual data the

next step is to take the log of the data which can be expanded in a Taylor series as,

in (I,v) ~ In (IN) + E., - (&aV)z/2 (Eq 12)

The error in p,, is determined by the difference between Eqs 11 and 12 which yields,

l.tI(I,v) - (1.n(1)).v ~ [ (&z).. - (&.v)z]/2

Detector aperture size controls the magnitude of tljs difference. The
the variance and will not vanish since it is always positive. However,

(Eq 13)

average of ESis related to
the size of the detector

controls the average value ofs within the aperture; if it is large, the value tends to zero. Thus the

maximum error will be on the order of (&2).J2. If the aperture size is small, then within the
aperture &,v~ E and the error tends to zero. Numerically this determines how to choose the
detector aperture to satisfy the measurement accuracy for a particular material.

Applications:

The magnitude of the error made in measuring the average density depends on both the X-ray
transmission characteristics of the individual materials and how they are combined to make a non
homogeneous mixture. Estimating the size of the effect requires some test cases. Errors in the
calculation due to values of E >0.4 must also be assessed.

The error in p,v due to the averaging of ~ in the aperture of the X-ray detector is denoted as Ap

and is computed by the difference in Eq 7, using Eq 13 to express the difference between how the

‘ ---- . + ,->-,-- -.. 7---
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logs are averaged. Dividing this difference by the parameter p,, yields the result,

Ap/paV- [(p] - pz)1((PI - ~2)pav x)] [ (E2)W- (~..)’]/2 (Eq 14)

The expression can be sirnp~led by substituting normalized parameters for the density and mass
attenuation coefilcient ratios of the constituent materials where,

a = p2/ p] and b=(P~/p~)/(@pi)> then,

@PaV - [( pl i Pav )(1-0/( PI x (l-ah))] [ (~z)a, - (&,.)z]/2 (Eq 15)

The physical interpretation of the terms in Eq 15 are:

a and b They describe the constituent materials that are mixed together. The actual density
of each material is described by the density ratio (a). If either material was porous
then its density would be reduced here. The X-ray attenuation characteristics of
the material type is described by (b), the ratio of mass attenuation coefficients.
Material One is considered to be dispersed through a matrix that consists of
material two. For example, if One was sand in a container, then Two would be air.
Note also that pz = ab p 1

pl I p,v This is determined by the volume fraction (vf ) of material One in the total volume
of the mixture. It is computed from the volume fraction and density ratio as,

pl/pav= l/(vf+a(l-vf))

plx This is indicative of the X-ray opacity of the material combination being measured,
the thicker the sample, the smaller the transmission. This is also a fimction of X-
ray energy. The detection of small changes in material densit y can be opt tied by
the choice of X-ray energy. Typically values of p t x -2 maximize the signalhoise
ratio of the detected X-rays. These calculations assume monoenergetic X-ray
beams and do not account for spectrum changes during transmission through the
material.

This is the modulation of the X-ray beam on the face of the detector and is
determined by how the two phases are intermixed. If they are well blended it will
be zero. The maximum value (e~~ ) occurs for the case where material One and

material Two are distributed in layers that are parallel to the X-ray beam. This
would be the upper lefi hand case in Figure 2. For this orientation, an individual
X-ray path is either entirely in material One or material Two. e~.~ is dependent on
volume fraction, material thickness, and the materials properties defined by a and
b. The component with the smallest volume fraction produces the largest E.’ Thus
when we= 0.5,

~m= [ 1 -exp(- PI x(ab-1))]/ [(vf/(l-vf ))+exp(-pl x(ab-
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detector This is a size scale and must be compared to the structure in the oscillations
aperture described by E. Its main effect is on how (E,,)* gets evaluated. If its size .

size is greater than one cycle of oscillation in E, then (E,v)zwill tend to zero. This limit
will be assumed for these calculations as that predicts the largest possible error for

A#pav. If the error is too large for the intended application then the solution is to
use a smaller detector aperture. The error will tend to zero when the size of the
aperture becomes much less than the period of the variations in E, as then (&z)a\-and

(&a.)*become more nearly equal.

Three different cases are considered in Table (1) to determine the magnitude of the density errors
due to spatial resolution effects. The fust two are an industrial application where a strong
absorber is dispersed in a matrix such as lead shot in a copper matrix or in air. The other is similar
to a medical application. I am assuming that calcium is distributed in a matrix of bone in a non
homogeneous manner that could produce errors in average density. This is meant to simulate the

‘able 1. Material parameters us

p (dc~3)

u/. (cin2/g) 80 keV

volume fraction

.... .._..”p ~@cm3)_ ..._. .. ....... ..... . .—

@p (cm2/g) 100 keV

volume fhction

~ to assess magnitude of density errors in three test cases.

Lead (material one) Copper (material two)

11.3 8.9

1.66 .765

0.5

Calcium (material one) Bone (material two)

1.54 1.1

0.26 0.31

0.5

case where bone density is measured to diagnose osteoporosis. The value chosen for bone
density in this calculation is only an appro~te value but the linear attenuation coefilcient (0.35
cm-]) is from Kouris et al (1982). These cases have been computed for a range of X-ray
transmission thicknesses (p 1x) and are plotted in Figures 5 to 7. Different values of ~ represent
changes in how the materials are dispersed.

The case of lead dispersed in copper was intended to provide an example of the possibility of
large errors in density measurements. The results were confined by an exact calculation that is
only valid for a volume ffaction of 0.5. It is displayed in Figure 5 as a single dot for each of the
five values of p 1x. For the sake of computational ease it is assumed that the material is in plates
parallel to the X-ray beam. The exact result is only valid for a volume fraction of 0.5 because that
is the only situation where the magnitude of E is the same for the high and the low density
material. The exact calculation is in good agreement with the analytic function for the fwst two
cases whens cO.4. The analytical curves are not valid beyond that point for any material. Note
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that the maximum potential error is less than 9%, even though the modulation on the detector can
exceed 50%. In this case spatial resolution is less a concern for measuring pav. If the copper
matrix is replaced by air, the case of lead shot loosely packed in a container, then the errors can be
an order of magnitude larger. Figure 6 shows this case where the errors could be as large as 85%.
Independent of arrangement, as long as the modulation on the detector is large due to

unattenuated X-rays, there can be a large error in average density.

Finally the case of dispersed calcium in a bone matrix does not appear to be a situation with
unacceptable errors in measuring the average density. Considering the thickness of bone, it is not
likely that p] x will exceed 1.0. The maximum error in p., in Figure 7 is then less than 0.6% and
the actual error in a bone density measurement would be much smaller because the calcium is
dispersed and would not produce much modulation on the detector. This data also demonstrates
that there is good agreement between the exact calculation and the analytic function for larger
values of p 1x, as long as &is small.

Conclusions:

For an actual case the only way to determine if there is a potential problem in using a transmission
measurement to determine average density is to know the intensity distribution of the radiation on
the surface of the detector aperture. In practice this would require making measurements with a
smaller aperture to obtain the fme structure. Once this structure is known, these calculations can
be used to determine how small the detector aperture must be to reduce the modulation to a level
consistent with the desired density accuracy. Note that these calculations are not restricted to X-
ray measurements, exactly the same problem would occur with any transmission measurement
based on Beer’s law (Eq 1) such as infrared spectroscopy.
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Calculations of the possible error range for measured density of lead
dispersed in a copper matrix. It is evaluated for several material
thicknesses, expressed in terms of X-ray attenuation. The analytic
functions are only valid for epsilon less than 0.4 as demonstrated by
the exact computed values shown for each curve.
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Calculations of the possible error range for measured density of lead dispersed
in an air matrix. It is evaluated for several material thicknesses, expressed in
terms of X-ray attenuation
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Figure 7
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Calculations of the possible error range for measuring density of calcium
dispersed in a bone matrix. This is a bone density scan for osteoporosis.
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